
 Interested in learning more about owning a STEAMERS INDIA Steam Bath? 

F.A.Q. section for answers to our most commonly asked 
questions. If you dont find the answer you are looking for, 
or in this section, please do not hesitate to contact us today! 

     Why should I choose to buy Steamers India?
     Is A Special Room Required?
     What If I Have Hard Water?
     Can I Install The Equipment Myself?
     What are the Electrical Requirements?
     Where Can I Purchase A Steamers India Steam Bath?
     What size Roma for my shower?
     What’s the Warranty Of A Steamers India Steam Bath?

Why should I choose to buy Steamers India
Steamers India has been the trusted industry leader for over 10 years. Our product, having 
been time tested, has proven to be "second to none" in performance and dependability. 
Steamers India has many features not found on competitors steam equipment.

Is A Special Room Required?
No, your existing shower will double as a steam room with minimal modifications.

What If I Have Hard Water?
No problem. The Steamers India Steam Bath comes equipped with an automatic back-flush 
system. At the completion of each cycle the Steames India Steam Bath will automatically 
purge the system of the corrosive minerals burned out of the water during the operation.

 Can I Install The Equipment Myself?
No. Steamers India recommends the use of licensed contractors for the installation of our 
product. This would include a Plumber and Electrician.

What are the Electrical Requirements?
220/440 Volt electrical power is needed to operate a Steamers India Steam Generator. 
Similar power supplies are used for other appliances in the home such as a clothes dryer, 
electrical stove, etc.

Where Can I Purchase A Roma Steam Bath?
Steamers India Steam Baths are available bath showrooms throughout Most part Of India

What size Roma for my shower?
Please refer to the sizing format in the "Pricing" section.

What’s the Warranty Of A Roma Steam Bath?
We have a 2 year limited warranty. Steamers India uses only the highest quality materials 
and craftsmanship in the construction of our equipment. This affords Steamers India the 
ability to offer the strongest warranty in the steam industry.    



The Benefits of STEAMERS INDIA Steam
Owning a STEAMERS INDIA Steam Bath provides much more than a 
luxuriously relaxing steam bath; regular use promotes an overall 
healthier individual. Take a moment to learn of the many ways a ROMA 
can serve you in your home. 

Healthier Hearts
The heart rate is significantly increased by the heat in the steam, thus 
increasing circulation and blood flow to the extremeties.

A 10- to 20- minute steam bath session can increase heart rate as much as 
75%; the cardiovasclar equivalent of moderate to vigorous walking. Steam 
relaxes the muscles and can also stimulate the release of endorphins, our 
body's natural pain relievers. 

Natural Stress Reduction
Stress Reduction is an important benefit of steam bathing. In today’s stress 
filled society nothing relaxes the body quite like steam. A few minutes in the 
evening before bed and followed by a warm shower prepares oneself for a 
restful night’s sleep. In the morning, a 10 minute steam bath, followed by a 
cool shower invigorates the body and jump-starts the brain for a brisk start 
to a new day. 

Natural Sinus Relief
Many steam bath users have discovered the significant improvements to 
their sinuses. The introduction of rich moisture to the nasal passages aids 
in the reduction of nasal related conditions i.e.…Hay fever, Sinusitis, 
allergies, etc. 

Healthier Skin 
Nothing gives your body that feeling of glowing tranquility so deeply and 
naturally as a Roma Steam Bath. The soothing warmth and moisture of 
steam revitalizes the skin and cleanses the pores of the impurities found 
beneath the surface.

In-Home Beauty Spa 
Enjoyed as is, steam penetrates, cleanses, and moisturizes the skin. 
Incorporate mud packs, oil treatments, salt rubs, or fragrance, and your 
Steamers India steam bath transforms into a beauty spa. The Steamers 
India steam bath is equipped to dispense the many recommended 
fragrances used in today's aroma therapy. For many, aroma therapy has 
become a popular alternative form of treatment for certain illnesses and 
ailments. 


